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In a hierarchy of needs, our basic quality 
of life depends on a combination of 
sustenance and shelter.  However in the 
modern lives we lead these are not our 
only concerns as we add more complex 
concepts into the mix: health, wealth and 
happiness; friendship, faith or religion… 
Art. Culture. Love.

There are now more than 7 billion people 
on our planet and, if we are to share a 
sustainable future, we must figure out 
how we can build a better world not only 
for our children and grandchildren, but for 
ourselves… now.

In Scotland’s Year of Innovation, 
Architecture and Design we will 
investigate the highly creative 
space where science intersects with 
architecture, design and the creative 
industries. We will not only showcase 
innovation across an amazing array 
of diverse disciplines, but explore 
innovation itself.  We will examine the 
roles and potential of science, technology 
and engineering along with their creative 
cousins in securing our future and 
tackling some of our greatest challenges.

Through a vibrant and varied programme 
of events, exhibitions and happenings, 
the 2016 Edinburgh International 
Science Festival will explore the 
ways we can build a better world for 
ourselves, tackling every scale from the 
personal to the cosmic through science, 
innovation and design. Festival events 
will be programmed around the following 
strands:

Exploring 
science, 
technology, 
engineering and 
design’s ability 
to help improve 
our world and 
our lives.

‘You can’t go around building a better world for people. Only people can build a better 
world for people. Otherwise it’s just a cage.’
Terry Pratchett, Witches Abroad

BEING HUMAN
Improving our lives through better health, 
wellbeing and understanding the human 
condition.

#psychology #neuroscience #biology #health 
#gerontology #prosthetics #syntheticbiology 
#transhumanism #cognitiveenhancement 
#mindfulness #sex #death #wellbeing

Ever since we came down from the trees, 
generations of scientists, philosophers and 
thinkers from across the spectrum of culture 
have attempted to define what it is to be human. 
Being Human will attempt to hold up a mirror 
to ourselves, drawing together anthropologists, 
biologists and psychologists to explore why it is 
that we do what we do.

OUR BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Exploring how science is impacting on our 
homes and cities, helping us to live well in an 
increasingly urbanised world.

#design #architecture #energy #sustainablecities 
#transport #urbanarchitecture #geoengineering 
#offgrid #energyharvesting #smartmaterials 
#townplanning #livingarchitecture

From the first forest shelters to the Sagrada 
Familia, humanity has shaped its own environment 
to an extraordinary degree, throwing up structures, 
pathways, tunnels and monuments that both 
shelter and shape who we are. In this strand, we 
will conduct a site survey of Planet Earth, taking 
in the mathematics of architectural wonders, 
ecotopian dreaming, town planning, urban 
treehouses, floating farms, hostile cities, and the 
ongoing battle of cultural vs natural capital.
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BUILDING 
BETTER 

WORLDS



SCIENCE AND CULTURE
Championing science’s central role in culture 
through people, policies and politics.

#arts #education #scifi #peace 
#finance #healthcare #economics 
#internationaldevelopment #opensource 
#citizenscience #publichealth #innovation #society 
#policy

Science underpins our culture and social 
connections in ways both hidden and visible. 
In this strand we will investigate social issues 
such as ethics and immigration, collaborate with 
cultural fields and look to the future, examining 
the role of science and technology in building 
peaceful, curious and innovative new worlds. 

A PLANETARY PERSPECTIVE
Planet Earth faces some big challenges and 
science has a role to play in combatting many 
of these and helping to ensure environmental 
sustainability.

#environment #population #alternativefood 
#energy #climatechange #wildlife #GM #organic 
#farming #weather

This strand of events will explore the ways in 
which scientific endeavours will help us to feed 
the world, fuel the world and maintain a beautiful 
world in years to come. We have at our disposal a 
wealth of technological advances and knowledge 
that might help us address the challenges we will 
face, but how will we apply them?

BEYOND PLANET EARTH
Exploration of non-Earthbound challenges and 
opportunities.

#space #terraforming #exoplanets #spacetourism 
#darkmatter #astrophysics #astrobiology #Mars 
#blackholes #solarsystem #spacecraft

From early childhood we grow a fascination with 
the stars in the sky and ponder what lies beyond. 
This strand will explore the opportunities and 
challenges that we will face as we attempt to 
build better worlds beyond the little blue planet 
we currently call home. With top astrophysicists, 
space explorers and innovators, we’ll explore what 
the not-so-distant future may have in store in 
terms of discovery, travel and understanding, for a 
journey that is truly out of this world.
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ABOUT EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE FESTIVAL 2016
Our aim is to inspire people of all ages to discover the world 
around them. Over two weeks, we will transform the halls, 
galleries, theatres and gardens of Edinburgh – from our flagship 
family venue City Art Centre to our Festival hub at Summerhall 
– with over 200 engaging and innovative events that attracted 
over 105,000 visitors in 2015. 

Building Better Worlds will be complemented by a programme 
of shows and workshops for young people and adults; as well 
as the return of popular event series such as GastroFest, which 
explores the science of food and drink, our roving citywide 
science busking bikes and the Edinburgh Mini Maker Faire.


